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A.1	 TECHNICAL CHANGES DURING THE PROGRAM
A. Z	 The number of valve and actuation system concepts
to be selected for experimental evaluation and design
verification was changed from one to two.
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3.0	 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 GENERAL
3.1.1	 Study Requirements
The contractor shall conduct trade studies and conceptual
design efforts to identify advanced valve and actuation system
design approaches suitable to meet the long life, maintain-
ability and econornic development requirements for the OMS
engine bipropellant shutoff valve. One valve and actuation
system concept will be selected for experimental evaluation
and design verification. The selected valve and actuation
system concept shall be suitable for packaging and use in
a mechanically linked quadredundant shutoff valve configur-
ation and also in a valve configuration, which incorporates
only series redundancy. A detailed design with appropriate
analysis and drawings will be established for a flight weight
shutoff valve. A prototype test valve design shall also be
established which contains all the essential design features
to experimentally verify fabrication and operation of the
flight weight shutoff valve configuration. The prototype test
valve need not be to the same level of redundancy as the
flight weight valve design, if analysis indicates that all
essential valve and actuation system features can be exper-
imentally verified with a simpler test configuration.
3.1.2	 Design Requirements
The contractor will define in detail the concepts and theories
emanating from the study effort. Environmental conditions
under which the valves and actuation systems will satisfac-
torily operate and the performance and detailed character-
istics of the equipment will be clearly specified.
3.1.3	 Development Requirements
The contractor will specify those special factors that must
be considered in translating design data into tangible end
items. The contractor should identify any problems which
T
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become evident and might potentially affect manufacturing
processes and techniques. The solutions to these problems
should identify what must be developed in order to facilitate
manufacturing of the end product. The contractor will con-
duct testing and prepare test documentation to verify that
the performance design requirements of the valve(s) and
actuation system(s) meet the requirements of this SOW.
3.1.4
	 Technical  Guideline s
The following guidelines, with a few noted exceptions, are
not to be considered firm requirements. They are intended
as optimum design objectives and are subject to change in
accordance with technology limitations and reliability con-
siderations. One of the primary objectives of this contrac-
tual effort is to define the realistic and obtainable
requirements that should be imposed on a valve and actuation 	 I
system for the space shuttle OME and thus hopefully avoid
development problem.: that may result from initially unreal-
istic performance requirements.
3.1.4.1	 Application - The valve and actuation system technology and
design recommendations developed as a result of this con-
tractual effort will be utilized in defining the recommended
design, operational capabilities, and requirements for the
OME propellant valve and actuation system.
3.1.4.Z
	
Fluid Media Compatibility - The valve for this program must
be compatible for exposure to the following propellant vapors,
liquids, and combinations of oxidizer and fuel vapors. Th::
propellants will be nitrogen tetroxide (NZ04), 50/50 blend -)£
hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (50% N2H_s
50% UDMk4), and monom.ethylhydrazine (MMH) . The co:::-
tractor will have conclusive compatibility data c.n es ::h
material recommended for usage. In evaluating propellant
compatibility, the contractor will also evaluate propellant
moisture combinations since once a valve is exposed to
propellants it is unreasonable to assame that the unit will
remain free of moisture for the remaining service life.
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The contractor will not consider propellant deconamination
of components to extend the service life, since cleaning of
hardware between missions is improbable and will result
only when required to insure personnel safety during system
repairs. The valve must also be compatible with anticipated
cleaning and flushing fluids.
3.1.4.3
	 Lubricants - Due to propellant compatibility, low temperature
operation, and extended service life, total exclusion of lub-
ricants is a desirable design goal.
3.1.4.4
	 Maintainability - The valve must be designed to be easily
maintained. Replaced detail part of the valve must not affect
the operational characteristics of the valve.
3.1.4.6
	 Cycle Life - A design goal of 4000 wet cycles and 6000 dry
cycles will be used for this programs.
3.1.4.7	 Internal Leakage - A leak rate of 10 standard cubic centi-
meters per hour (scch) of helium will be used as a goal.
3.1.4.8
	 Pressure Drop - A maximum pressure drop of 5 psid from
the valve inlet to the valve outlet which will include all fil-
ters and redundant valves. The valve design shall provide
for a balanced pressure drop in the event of a failure in one
of the parallel flow paths to minimize the resulting engine
mixture ratio shift.
3.1.4.9	 Response - The valve opening and closing times shall have
absolute actuation times in the range of 100 to 1000 milli-
seconds. The actual times will be established through trade
studies considering valve actuation approaches and the effects
of valve actuation times on the engine start and shutdown
transient.
3.1.4.10	 Response Repeatibility - Response repeatability should be
considered an important factor in the design of the valve
and actuation systems.
3.1.4.11	 Filters - Filters used in the valve and actuation system should
be consistent with the contamination tolerance of the valve
and actuation system.
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	3.1.4.12	 Fabrication, Limitations - In the process of designing a
prototype valve to satisfy the requirements of this SOW,
the contractor should maintain an awareness of the design
requirements that will be imposed on a "flight-type" design
to insure that the prototype will be adaptable.
	
3.1.4.13	 Weight and Envelope - Minimum weight and envelope are
important design considerations not to be overlooked by
the contractor.
	
3.1.4.14	 Contamination - Contamination tolerance will be a major
design objective for this program. Limitation of self-
generated contamination shall also be a primary design goal.
	
3.1.4.15	 Decontamination - Dead-ended passages, crevices, and
other possible areas in which contaminations could collect
and hinder a decontamination process should be avoided.
	
3.1.4.16
	 Other Requirements - The design should be consistent with
the Orbit Maneuvering System Pod procurement specification,
as defined in specification MC621-OOOZ "Orbital Maneuvering
Subsystem - Technical Requirements" incorporated herein
by reference.
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MOVING SEAT PRELIMINARY DESIGN ANALYSISr
1. Seat Poppet OP Analysis
2.	 Propellant Valve Seat Sizing
3. Pressure Surge Versus Closing Time
4. Bellows Resonant Frequency
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Seat/Poppet OP Analysis - Quad Configuration
	
Conditions:	 1191 lb/sec N204 total flow
7.22 lb/sec MMH total flow 	 l
4 psi allocated to valve seat /poppets
( .'.1 psi allowed for filter and other package losses)
Procedure:
I.
a. Calculate velocity pressure versus line sizes
(1.0 to 2.0 inches)
b. Calculate Reynolds number versus line size
C,	 Set up a K-factor budget based on preliminary
design sketch
d.	 Calculate poppet stroke needed, as a function
of OP.	 -..
Velocity Pressure:
_ 1	 w 2
	 1
	
2
q r P ^0.669^'^^	 P 0.669 x 4.7854 d2)
11.91for N204, P = 90.2 lb /ft at 70 ° F, w 2
5.955 lblsec (for each parallel leg)
1	 5.955	 2	 1.4240
	q	 90.2 0.669 x 0. 7854 d 2	 =	 d4 I	 ^
( continued)
i
i
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7.22 1b/sec
y	 for MMH, A = 54.8 lb /ft 3 at 70 ° F, w =	 2	 = 3.61 lb/sec(for each parallel leg)
	3.61	 21	 0.86139
i	 q	 54.8 0.669 x 7854d2
^	 !y
Reynolds Number:
Re w 15.28wjLd
i for N204,	 = 0.413 centi.poise at 70"Fi
= (6.7249 x 10- 4)(0.413) = 2.7774 x 10-4lbm/sec-ftL
i
	
(15,28)(5.955)
	
3.27617 x 105Re =
	 -
,y 2.7774x 10-4 (d)	 d
a
i for MMH, µ = 0.85 centipoisn at 68°F = 6.7249 x 10 -4 (0.85)
t (15.28)(3.61)	 9. 6499 x 104Re =	 _	 = 5.7162 x 10- 4 lbmisec -ft.
5.7162 x 10 -4)(d)	 d
E	 ^f
i
ij	
5
Line Size
N204	 MMH
q q
(inches) (psi) Re (psi) Re
1.0 1.4240 3.27617 x 10 5 0.86139 9.6499 x 104
1.1 0.9726 2.9783 0.5883 8.7726
1.2 0.6867 2.7301 0.4154 8.0415
1.3 0.4986 2.5201 0.3016 7.4230
1.4 0.3707 2.3401 0.2242 6.8928
1.5 0.2813 1	 2.1841 0.1702 6.4332
1.6 0.2173 2.0476 0.1314 6.0311
1.7 0.1705 1.9272 0.1031 5.6764
1.8 0.1357 1.8201 0.0820 5.3610
1.9 0.1093 1.7243 0.0661 5.0789
2.0 0.0890 1.6381 0.0538 4.8249
s.
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constant
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,Bock loss
G
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g
housing II3''` =	 1.20 2 + 2.10 2 = 2.41
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Shock Ions
h Tube ID - 1.20in-
v`
Poppet flat OD = Tube ID + 0.40 1n' = 1.20 + 0.40
Poppet radius = 0.25in•	 W 1.60in•
Poppet OD = 1.60 + 0.50 = 2. join.
Housing ID' 2.42 in.
Annular area, from poppet OD to housing ID, = line area,
then,
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It appears that this K-factor (based on valve inlet flow area) can be
drastically reduced with little penalty on the design, e.g., doubling
the annular area would reduce the K-factor to less than 0. 1 04 = 0.075)
1	 Shock Lass	 K-Factor Calculations
Lime Size
Total K-factor	 K-factor Allowed
(for 2 psi AP)	 for Shock O
NZ04 MMH N204 MMH
1.0 1.404 2.320 0.954
1.1 2.056 3.400 1.606
1.2 2.912 4.815 2.462
1.3 4.011 6.631 3.561
1.4 5.395 8.921 4.945
1.5 7.110 11.751 6.660
1.6 9.204 15.220 8.754
1.7 11.730 19 .399 11.280
1.8 14.738 24.390
1.9 18.298 30.257
2.0 22.472 37.175
L
Shock Loss O
U
Treat this as a 45-degree miter joint flow change in a circular duct,
1P 	 K = 0.35.
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Shock Loss
Treat this as a 135-degree flow change in a rectangular duct. Look at
three different points; 22.5°, 67.5°, and 112.5°.
a = duct width = :Wean
circumference =
b = duct thickness = radial thick-
ness of path =
r = mean duct radius = mean flow
radius =
a/b = aspect ratio =
r /b =
Km , for 90 0 bend
2250 5750 112,50
(0( 2 . 22) (7')(2.26) (7-)(1.92)
6.97 7.10 6.03
0.16 0.21 0.35
0.33 0,36 0.42
43.5 33.8 17.2
2.1 1.7 1.2
--0.1 X0.15 X0.2
"The very high aspect ratios greatly exceed the maximum a/b ratio of
10 on the SAE graph (Figure 1A-19). These K-factors are therefore
approximate.
r
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Comparing some discharge coefficient data for flat poppet valves
1.0
0.8
U
0
131)
0.
U
A	 A
1z(D
0	 0.05	 0.1	 0.15	 0.2	 0.25
x/d
Valve Stroke/Seat Diameter
L:-j	 From Tsai, "Dynamic Behavior of Simple Pneumatic Pressure
Reducer." Extrapolated for Pressure Ratio
	 1.0.
(Average for both flow directions) X = 1. 6.
From Kenyon, 132 block model test data, pressure
ratio 0.86?.
Flowing like
PHAF IP32 4 - 70 1 Lj
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\ 0.0635 in. dia
Push pin
(dashed)
0.10 in. dia
Push pin
(solid)
—2
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0	 10	 20	 30
Dimensionless Valve Stroke (x/d)
r	 :
Poppet Valve Discharge Coefficient versus Dimensionless Valve Stroke
Notes.	 1.	 Inlet Pressure 305 Asia
Outlet Pressure 263 Asia
	 ^=
Pressure Ratio 0.862
2. Seat diamete r 0.32 5 ix+ the s
Push Pin Diameter na„ed
3. 132 Block Model Regulator
Main Valve, Flat Poppet
j
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Developing matrix to plot K fa
xld Cd K
0.05 0.9 1.235
0.10 0.77 1.686
0.15 0.64 2.441
0.20 0.54 3.429
0.25 0.47 4.527
t.
Determine allowable K for se;
n -.
K a a2 (for constant AE^: a
- Kbased on seat area
also,
r
lHof seat - 
4(dof inlet
r^
then,
L'
Kbased on seat areaI
E
IT PHAF 1P321d--701
61.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
0.954 1.606 2.462	 1 3.561 4.945 6.660 8.754 11.28based on inlet--►
x/d } Kbased on seat area
0.05 0.0382 ".J642 0.0985 0.142 0.198 0.266 0.350 0.451
0.10 0.153 0.257 0.394 0.570 0.791 1.066 1.401 1.805
0.15 0.343 0.578 0.886 1.282 1.78 2.398 3.151 4.061
0.20 0.611 1.028 1.576 2.279 3.165 4.262 5.602 7.219.
0.25 0.954 1.606 2.462 3.561 4.945 6.660 8.754 11.28
lu
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0.1	 0.14	 0.,18	 0.22	 0.26
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0 Z
0 o.6
0.5
1.6
1.5
TA
i. 2
0.40 u
0
0.45 u
0
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0.50
01.55
0.60
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— 0.75
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t;a
X,- Propellant Valve Seat Sizing
,i
Valve Assembly Requirements (complete quad)
11.91 lb sec N204	 = 90.2 lb/ft3
 at 70°F
Y:
.- 7.22 lb/sec MMH	 = 54.2 1b/ft3
 at 70°F
5 psid (of which 1 psi is allocated to the filter)
Individual Seat Requirements
5 - 1AP -	 = 2 psid per seat2
s
w 
r 1191	 5.955 1b/sec NZ04 per side
I
•
e
w
since Ca
w	 1.91
and ^b
	
=	 X90.2 = 1.254 for N204
7.z2
54.8	 0. 97 5 for MMH	
3
s	 Ll So that the N204 requirement governs.
In terms of K factor:
Ll
2t
AP - K	 K	
w
q	 0.699a
s:	 r-I	 ;
2
2.0	 K	 5' 955	
{ .
—
90.2 0.669a
3
r>: f8.90 2
180.4 = K(1J
1	 a
} a = 8.90	 = 0.633,1K
^E
18 .4
}
r PH4f FP3214--701
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-^	 1.8.13d
STYLE I
.K	 d
I-^	 0.254	 ,:
o1	 !
3
	
}	 1.533d
1.333d
0.2d—
radius
x
0.140d = w---
	 d
Find w for constant flow area:
(1,.533d + 2w) 2 - (1.533d) 2 = d2 - (0.25d)2
i,	 try w = 0.2d
1.3864d
	 0 0.9375d
4
s '	 try ,w = 0.1d
653d	 0.93"r 3d i
w = 0. 15d
1.009d	 0.937
w = 0.140d
0.937
Therefore w = 0.140d
PHAF tPU (a--701
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Bellows Convolutions
`-' D i 	2 ZK=N1- (D l +0.438
is
'E
^—corrugation pitch
L,
E Typically
' N = 11 per bellows (22 total)
I<.
D 1 _ 1.2
L"J
S = 0.1875 ( pitch)
L'J
Therefore
2
3 ^^ 2
n^
K = 22 1 -
	 1. Z + 0. 438(0.1875) 0.338 typical
This will vary with final details of the design.
s
} 45-degree Annular Mitre Bend	 a
C`^ K	 J
7	 +'
No data for this shape - consider similar flow paths
Mitre Bends
i- Source Round Square
'. i' j BHRA 0.24 .	 .
71
SAE 0.35 0.50
Use K	 0.43 based on approach area
E
i'
E
is
f PHAF IP32 14 -- 701
fib
W. i
P"AF IP32 to --701
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1'35-degree Annular Bend
x _ 112(0.2d. + 0.140d) W_ 1.21
b	 0.140d
a = Aspect Ratio = 7r(l.533d + 0.2d)= 38,89
b	 0.140d
Use	 b = 1. Z5, b = 40, to avoid Useless complications.
From SAE book, for rectangular ducts K = 1.35 for the above conditions
for 90-degree bend, this is the only reasonable similar case for which
la' a is available (Ref Figure 1) .
From SAE book (Page A20) 135-degree bend has 18 percent more loss
than 90,	 K = 1.18 (1, 35) = 1.593.
STYLE T
Reference Area = 0.785(d2 - 0.25d2) = 0.736d?-
Curtain Area = 7'dx = vd2^a^
Area Ratio	 _ Ref Area	 0.736d2 y 0, 234Curtain Area
 7r d2x	 x
^d ,/	 d }
Element K
45" bend 0.43
135° bend 1.59
2 bellows 0.34
T otal Z.36 
Standard reference area for
all K factors
i	 .
I
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3
I
i
Seat K Factor
w
r^
I
Lj
x
d 1/4 1/8 1/16
Area Ratio 0.937 1.874 3.75
CT 0.48 0.69 0.84
KT 4.34 2.10 1.41
KA 3.Z0 1.815 1.34
KA I 2.80 6.37 18.84
--g—Curtain area as reference
--*-°-Standard reference area
1PHAf IP22 14-79}
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Total K Factor and Stroke
Recall that a = 1.325 4Y from a previous page, and a = 0.736d2 , so
0.736d2 = 0.663 N K
d2 = 0.900 J K
d = 0.949(K)1/4
a
114 118 1116
Body K 2.36 2.36 2.36
Seat K 2.80 6,37 18.84
Total K 5.16 8.73 21,20
K114 1.507 1.719 2.146
d 1.43 1.(3 2, 03fi
x 0.358 0,204 0,127
i
F
i
i
if
r;
r
^.J
zF1
i:z^	 3
I	 L	 1	 I	 I	 !
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f	 ,i
Style l
(Reference)
0.3754
0.25d
radius
1.Od
-- 0.25d
l
l
{
i
40
1.12d
?I
l.Od
_Style 2
(Ref area = 0.736d2
r
Flow area	 f-41 .2  + Z(0. 25) + 0.375 0.375 d2 = 2.44d2
T { 25) + 0.375Aspect ratio = vr1.2 + 2 0.375	 = 17.36
	
r	
0.25 + 0. ^ 75
-	 - 1 16
	
d	 0.375	 W •
E Scale:	 d - 1.00 inch
PHAF 1P3214-701
`k	 -	 -
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C
E	 STYLE Ix
t
Reference area = 0, 736 d Z as before
Seat K factors: as before
Body K Factors
40-degree bend use rectangular duct data, Page A-29, SAE book 	 r
•	 0.500 
= 1.333	 :..Ib - 0.375
a	 7(I.0)
= 8.37 (average)
	
Ib 	 0.375
For 90* K = 0.205	 jI,
For 40° K = 0.44(0.205) = 0.0902 Standard reference area
	 f
140° 1+end use rectangular duct data
	 `-
b = 1.16
K = 0.7 for 90° (local reference area)
	 r
b - 17.36
For 140 0 , K = 1.42 (0.7) = 0.994
	 ---
0.736Area ratio - 2 44 - 0, 302	 t
x
K = (0.302) 2 0.994 = 0.09 standard reference area
	 s
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VJ
Bellow s
K = 0.34 as before	 1
`-'	 Body Total 0.09 + 0.09 + 0.34 = 0.52
Total K factor and Stroke
r,	 1 ! `^
Sane method as before 	 d = 0. [,49(K)
L' _]
i
d 114 1!q. 1116
L Body K 0.52 0.52 0.52
Seat K 2.80 6.37 18.84
Total K 3.32 6.89 19.36
K1/4 1.34 1.62 2.09
d 1.27 1.53 1.98
x 0.317 0.191 0.123
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F4	 8
0
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w
x	 4
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xtratpolated
r
_
.r/b= 1.0	 '	 1
r/b=:1025:
2	 4	 6 8
	 2	 4	 6 8
10
	 100
	
^f	 f
	
I	 i	 1
Abpect Ratio = widthheight j
Re = 0.6(10)'b
Ref SAE, Page 29
1
t
i3
a
I	 .:^.
1
\
I
2
45 °co
me ^.
pap
pet
V
c^
0.8
u ^
U
k
t-. I 4-^
0.6
": cn
.	 v
oU 0.4
E.^l
Lki
O
U
^n
k 0 2
rd
U	 0	 0.1	 0.2	 0.3	 0.4	 0.5
m
A
x/d
Poppet Valve Discharge Coefficients
(large approach and exit areas)
Test data for
this case.:
1	
- 
.l	 I	 _ I_	 I	 I	 I	 __	 I __	 i
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Application of Poppet Valve Test Data to the Present Application:
--- -- aZ
Application is
this case
al	 aZ	 a3
The loss factor consists of
K l = entrance loss
KZ = passage loss
X 3 = exit loss
For the test case, assuming .a rounded entranc3:
K 1 = 0	 K2 = KT
 -- 1-0	 Ref area = hole area
X3 = 1.0 K Measured in test
PHAF IP32 td --771
kT:
r.
!i	 r
F
n^
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The application case also has a rounded entrance, therefore, Kl = 0.
The exit loss K3 is no longer 1, since the exit area is a 3 , not a. There is
an addition expansion in the test case, which may be considered to be
from a3 to a , for which
K3 = 1.0
	 a3 = reference area
^t
a.,
or,
a 2
K = 1.0 a3 
Z 
where a? = reference area.
2
This loss is saved in the application, therefore
a 2
Ka=KT - 1.0(31
a2 Jl
Test K factor
application K factor
provided the entrance loss coefficients are both zero, or equal- for the
two cases, as would be the case with slight edge rounding.
PHAF YP32 id-70i
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Discharge Coefficients for Large x/d Valves
For the 45-degree cone seat, no test data is available for x/d > 1/8.
When x/d >> 0. 25, the situation reduces to flowthrou h at 45-degree
chamfered criteria.
I.
	
C-0.746	 C=0.611
(data from Rouse)
The pushrod blocks some area - for Burns case, the fraction of open
area was
0.785 (0. 10) ?	0.00785
0.785 (0.325) ? = 0.0829
Net fraction open = 0.0829 - 0.'00785 _ 0.9050.0829
Therefore discharge coefficient based on hole area for x/d 0.2,5 is
Chole = 0 .746 (0.905) = 0.675	 40 degrees
0.553	 90 degrees
Assuming x/d is large enough so that poppet stroke no longer has any
effect, but that curtain area is still used as the reference, then:
C = actual flowrate,
curtain area
For the flat seat
Chole 7rd?	 Chole	 0.553 _ 0.138C	
f 4(x/d)	 4(x/d) -	 x
7r d x 4	 d
PHAF IP32 14--701
R 00^
45 deg.
Sharp Edge
0.7	 0.8	 0.9
	
1.0
Discharge Coefficient -Into Tank
0
0.6
1.0
0
0.9
I
0.8
LU
CO
A
7
uu
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For the 45-degree core seat
C	 Chole 7r d2	 Chole	 0.675	 _ 0.238
0.707 7'd x 4 r 0.707(4) 
d	 0.707(4) d	 a
J
s
PHAF 1P32ia-701
i
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Subject: Pressure Surge versus Closing Time for Quad Bipropellant Valve
The "water hammer" pressure surge due to valve closure was calculated.
The following results were obtained for valve closure in less than the
critical time:
Critical Wave
Time( l ) Surge(3) Velocity
Fluid (lb/sec) Line (sec) (psi) (ft/sec)
N204 11.91' 1.43 I.D. 0.005 883 3834
Rigid Wall
NZ 04 11.91 1.43 I. D. 0.006 744 3230
ORES, 0.035 wall
MMH 7.22 1.43 I. D. 0.004 736 5268
Rigid wall
MMH 7.22 1.43 I. D. 0.006 473 3385
Aluminum(2)
0.035 wall
(1) Calculated for 10' length. For 20' multiply by 2, etc.
Line lengths, from tank outlets to valve inlets:
MMH = 12.5'
N 204 = 12.9'
(2) Per telecon with Paul Felise at Space Division on 6-27-73, 300 series
ORES will be used for both propellants; 1-1/Z" O.D. ; 0.035" wall.
(3) lnd.ependernt of line length, when valve closes in less than
the critical time.
iResults for slower valve closure (assuming a constant rate of decrease 	 3
of ca) were calculated by the Allievi formula, and are plotted in Figure 1.
PHAF IP32 [A 701
0
0 50	 100
1
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Closing Response versus Surge Pressures
Line Size = 1.5 in. Q.D., 0.035 wall
a = 0.785 [1.5 - 2(0.035)] 2 = 1, 605 in.?-
Velocity
N204	 p = 90.2 lb /ft3
w = 11.91 lb/sec
V = w = 11.91(144) = 11.84 ft/secpa	 97.2(1.605)
MMH	 p = 54.8 lb/ft3
w = 7.22 lb/sec
v = *	 7.22(144) = 11.82 ft/sacpa	 54.8(1.605)
Bulk Modulus Source
(psi) MMH N204
Aerojet 3.28(1015 2..86(10)-5
Acoustic Velocity
C=, BG =
p
for N204
r-, = /?..86(10) 5(144) 32.2 = V A14 f!-lgpf-
I
J
®	 PHAF IP32 I4 - 70 1
_I	 I
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Aluminum tube E = 9.9(10) 6 psi
t = 0.035 d = 1.5
3. L8(10) 5 9.9( 10)6 0.035
	
?_
1.355(10) 5 psi	 r9 . 9(10)6 0.035 + 0.328(10)6(j. 5)
^T
1.355(10) 5C' =	 5,268 = 3385 ft/sec
J3. 	 5
E
AP' = J^' 355{10) 5 735.9 = 473 psi
.28(10) 5
	 : ^
is
J
PH AF IP32T4--701
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Maximum Surge (for rigid pipe)
AP = P vCg
for N2Q4
90.2(11.84)3.834
^P -
	
(32.2)144	 = 883.0 psi
for MMH
AP = 54.8(11.82)5, 268 = 735.9 psi(32.2)144
Maximum Surge (for elastic pipe)
The effective bull{ modulus becomes
B, = BEt
Et + Bd
For MMH
T AIR AND FUEL DIVISION
Uj
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For Nz04
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CRES tube, E = 30(10) 6psi
t = 0.035	 d = 1.5
^J
1
	J.	 $, =
	
2.86( 10)'30.0 ( 10)6
 0.035
	
= 2.03(10)5
30(10) 6 0.035 + 0.286(10)61,5
2.03( 10) 5
	C t =	 3.834 = 3230 ft/sec
2.86(10)5
L
	OP' =	 2, 03(10) 5 883 = 744 psi
	
j	 2.86(10)
i
Critical Time
LJ
T — C
;^
	
4	
_ 2I
	
^M	
T' - C t
For MMH, = 10 ft
	
n	 2(10) ft
I T 	 3385 ft/sec
	 5.9 ms's
For N204, = 10 ft
r, V 3230 = 6.19 ms
For 200 ms closing time, N204
rF?
'!2,1„ (774)(6.19) 
=(200)	 24 psi
k'
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As an aid to preliminary design, the surge may be calculated for assumed
uniform rate of change of value Ca, using the allievi method,
	 j
From Rich, Hydraulic 'Transients
i
aV0
P—— 
2gH0 'f
I
8 - 2T
Converting from Rich's nomenclature
	
SFF
	
• i
Y
Rich	 Kenyon
Ho	 P/p	 static head
VO	 v	 initial velocity
	 y
0
g	 g	 gravitational constant
d
a	 C'	 wave velocity
r
T	 T	 valve closing time
	
i
	
':	 2	 duct iengo .	 i!
Then for the case
N204
C' = 3230 ft/sec
P = 270 psi 38,880 psf 	 Ho = 431 ft
P = 90.2 lb /ft3	 r
T = 0.2 sec
Q = 10 itis
v	 11.84
i
i
E -i
	
i	 PHAI 1P32I4-74!
F
I	 I	 I	 I
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3230(11.84
- 
1.382(32.2)431 
	
aT	 3230(0. Z) =
	
r ?,-#	 Z(10)	 32.3
From the alleivi chart, page 27 Rich. 3 Z = 1. 04, so
©P = 0.04 (Z70 psi) = 10.8 psig (graph hard to read for such
small values of p and large 0)
Alternately, the (approximate) equation of alleivi may be used when p > 1.
32-p$-1=0.
For our example, we may assume a 3 and calculate the corresponding 8.
This will permit calculation of AP versus T.
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32 8 T AP
1.04 35.18 0.217 10.8
1.15 9.s6 0.061 40.5
1.25 6.17 0.38 67.5
1.50 3.38 0.21 135.0
2.00 1.95 0.012 270.0
Bellows Resonant Frequencies:
1.	 Axial Direction:
a.	 Without Propellant
Weight of each bellows: 0.133 lb
Weight of the seat: 0. 125 lb
Spring Rate: 314 1b /in. per bellows
i
3	 PFiA6 1P32 14--701
I
i
1
=	 Mi
k	 = 314 x 2 = 628 lb /in.
Msp = 2 x 0.133 = 0.266 lb
M = 0.1Z5 ro
t
^;	 u
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i
{
i
k = 107 Win.	 +
w =
	 (1 .96 ?-)+ .53 2 (20 x 0.224 - 0.29) 
90 
2= 0.531
Prop	 8 	 1.728	 ^
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b.	 Without Propellant
DM k 1
t	 = 24.8 5 . w )
b
z
Y
N
A
v
O
M ZtZ
r
z
a^w ,
^
.r
q
.
on 0
Z
L.
	 L	 -:r	 L-_.	 ^.:.	 .._..^	 L.. .....5	 L	
:);'.:,...^	 C..._^
Bellows:
	
O. n. = 1. 96"
^ a
I.D.	 = 1.53"	 C 0
Pitch = 0.224"	 r_
Convolutions = 10 (each bellows)	 'Q
Number of ply = 3 0.00511/ply	 z
Spring gate	 = 314 lb /in. (each bellows)	 s v
Material	 = Inconel 718 ( P = 0.3 lb/in.3)
Needed:
	
Resonant frequency of spring/mass system for
o,1. A.-,dal direction w
2. Lateral direction
	
	 oa
with and without propellant (P = 90.2 1b/ft3) inside bellows
	 °
na
.	 G1m
W
W
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Rated Flows
N204	 * = 11.91 lb/sec	 P = 90.2 lb/ft3
MMH w = 7.22 lb/sec	 P = 54.8 lb/ft3
DOCUMENT NO. EER5739000
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Since the velocity pressure is proportional to w2 / , we may identify
the worst case for design by using this figure of demerit:
w2 	_ 11.91e. = 1.572
FP )NZ04 r 90.Z
(
wLz-)	 _7.222 = 0.951
PMMH 54.8
Thus the N204 requirement will produce the largest AP, and governs
the design.
One leg only obviously gives the largest &P and governs the design
`a
NOTE: All K factors are for stagnati-sn pressure loss
ii	 Value s Only
I
The velocity pressure for the design case is
P 0.6690
it
W = 11.91 lb/Sec
p - go. 2lb/ft3	 t
a = 0.785 (0.900) 2 = 0.6358 in.?-
ii
`.	 PHA;. IP32 14 - 701	 S
1 . i

1	 Flow Path. 2 -1'
Torque Shaft
OUT
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.062 gap 4 places	 .032
^— 0.922 dia (typ)
r
There is also an obstruction in the flow path due to the shaft that
	 j
transmits torque to the Lower ena of the ball:
:I
1
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1.1
This may be analyzed as a venturi flow area:
Area of tog section:
2	 1 (R - h)a = R cos - R	- (R - h) Zh(R - h)
R 0.450
h = 0.450 - 0 . Z 50 = 0.200
J
R - h= 0,250
a = (0.45) 2- cos-1 0.450 -0.450	 0.250	 2{0.200) 0.250
r.n
t	 a = 0.1198 in.2
Half area of midsection
2
a = ^^ [R2cos-1 (RR h) -(R-h)	 Zh(R-h)j
R = 0.450
r^
h = 0.450 - 0.250 - 0.035 = 0,165
	r -h= 0.285
	
-t
7T—?  ...	 0.28 5
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Bore Area = 0.6358 in.?-
Area Ratio = l = 0. b358 - 0.8137
az
{
The diffuser is of non-standard shape, but surely can have no more
loss than a standard diffuser of 15 degrees semi-angle, so
i
k	 al12
K = C 1--I
z
C = 0. "S from CRC Handbook
al = 0.8137
a2
K = 0.58 (1 - 0.8137) 2 = 0.020 ] for each valve or 0.0402 for both
Gaps
I
The gaps at the ends of each flow tube may be analyzed by adapting
the equation of Hawthorne and Helms (R. E. 10 June 1 6 3)
Z 2
K - N I1 " kd + 0.87-6g-)
N = 4
d = 0.900
(continued)
PHAF TP32 i 4 101
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n
g 0.062 each
_ 2
	
K	 4 1 "^0+900 + 0.876/0.06T)2] - 0.4484L:!	 LLL
Dive r sion
For Purging purposes, 5 percent of the flow is diverted around the
flow tube. The diversion itself does not involve any loss in the main
stream, but there are two losses.
	
a.	 Diameter step up, upstream of diversion
d 1 - 0.900
L:.
d2	 4,1.05 (0.900) = 0.922
a	 Y J for 5 Percent diversion
K T l- d
l 2 2	 1- 0.90')2]'= 0.002, each valve
^d2^	 0.922
	b.	 Re-entry of diverted stream from the conservation
of momentum:
11 = 0.05 (fraction diverted)
	
abore
	
0 6358
L	 aslot	 0.7 { )(0.800) 0.062 - 5.18
rn	 {
K = 2 [[2(0.05) - (0.05) Z
 (5.18 + 1)] = 0.1691 each valve
r.
^I
S'
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Summary of K Factors (2 valves)
Element
Wail friction
2 shafts
4 gaps
2 diameter step ups
Z recombine diverted flow
T otal
K
0.0614
0.0402
0.0489
0.0040
0.3382
0.4927
AP of 2 Valves
K = 0.4927 (above)
q = 8.692 psi N204 at 11.91 lb/sec
AP = Kq = 0.4927(8.692) = 4.283 psi for governing case.
f
For other cases of interest;
a. Both parallel paths, N Z04 at 11.91 lb/sec
AP - 4' 3 = 1.071 psi
1
b. MMH at 7.22 lb/sec, one leg only
2
AP = 11 91) (9" Z8 4.283 = 2.591, psi	
.,.f
.
C.	 MMH at 7.2Z lb/sec, both parallel legs
DP 2.5914 = 0.647
PH 467 1P32 44	 791
PARKER	 !}-1r A N N I !F I IN	 REV. LTBtL)
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kJ
LJ
.h y
r / d=1
0.900 mi.—
i
4	 611
680
1.43 I. D.	 T	 l
i"J	 1
r
l__J
i1
Flow Path Through Manifold
f
1
PHAF 1P32 14 -701
I
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Manifold + Valves
At the governing case of 11.91 lb/sec N Z04 via one side only, the
velocity pressure is:
1	 '^isr	 2	 1	 11.91	 2
 (q	 .1 (0.669a}	 90 .2 0.669(1.605)} = 1.364 psi
68° Diverging Y
V
From SAE Book, page A-58, for ,V2 = 1.0, 68° angle:
1
K = 1. 13
Converging Cone
K = 0
Bend, 68°, R/d = 1
From SAE book, page A-19 for 90', R /D = 1 and Ke - 7.32 (10) 6
K = 0.15
Correction factor for 68° bend, from page A-20:
C = 0.85
.'. K = 0.85(0.15) = 0.128
Valve Assembly (2 in series)
As previously derived
K = 0.493
PHAf IP32 a4--7Q!
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Bend, 68°, R/d = 1
As before, K = 0.128
Diverging Cone, 10° included angle
dl = 0.900
02 = 1.430
r-:
For 12° included angle, from CRC handbook page 256:
C = 0.10
41
2 2	 2 2
K0.036
	
C l - dl	 = 0.10 1 -
 1.4 ' 	 =^d2^^
Converging Y, 68°
From SAE book, page A- 54
K = 1.07
r.
Summary
Local
K
Reference
Diameter
K Referred to
d = 1.43
Diverging Y 1.130 1.430 1.113
Converging Cone 0.000 1.430 0.000
Bend 0.128 0.900 0.815
Valve Assembly 0.493 0.900 3.142
Bend 0.128 0.900 0.815
Diverging Cone 0.036 0.900 0.229
Converging Y 1.07 1.430 1.07 0
7.184
LIP = kq = 7.184(1.364) = 9.80 psi.. N Z04 at 11.91 lb/sec via one side only
i
.'	 PHAF IP32{4-•701
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APPENDIX D
PLANETARY GEAR TRAIN ANALYSIS
PRECEDINQ PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
i^
PHAF fP3214-701
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Actuation System
Motor/Valve Reduction System Seit:ction
Initially, the design requirement was identified as a single electric
motor operating a set of two identical lifting ball valves via valve shaft
mounted arms. Several mechanisms were evaluated for this actuation
train; the considerations were:
e	 Reliability
a	 Weight
0	 Technical Risk
s	 Packaging
The above resulted in the following, typical to each 1/4 of total quad:
Brake
Return
Motor	 Spring
1	 1I
4	 I
Reduction —
Gearar --1
Fuel
Valve
Four Bar
Linkage
Oxidizer
Valve
Reliability and repeatability of actuation required the use of a high rpm
induction motor for 250 ms closing and 500 ms opening.
72:1 77:1 120:1
7680 8200 12,800
3840 4100 6,400
0.66 0.63 0.372
1.32 1.26 0.744
f
Motor Speed (rpm) Closing
'd Motor Speed (rpm) Opening
Required Motor Torque ( rR)
Designed Motor Torque (rD)
Opening
Mode
I
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Gear Train Rate
Gear Train
Output Shaft
16.0°	 R	 60 sect Gear _ MotorAbove based on 0.25 sec x 360° x 1 min Ratio	 rpm
Total acceptance package and weight plus maximum allowed pressure drop
across (total) quad (contraction, expansion, joints, etc) required the valve,
to be close to each other. Since this optimum mechanical advantage was
obtained with a four-bar linkage, the motor and gear box q had to be
parallel and equidistant to the valve .
i}
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Gear
Train
Oxi	 Motor
	
Conn.	 OxiFuel	 l^ rm	 ValveValve	 ^-- -- p-
1	 I	 ..
Four-Bar	 1-=
Linkage	 4 Motor
System
AIR AND FUEL DI'V'ISION
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Oxidizer
i
	
	 BallGe ar
Box
Motor
Fuel
Ball Rotating
Link
All of these requirements limit reduction as follows:
1.	 Reliable
Z.	 Smztll diameter (gear box between valves)
3. High reduction (77: 1 ratio)	 i
i
4. Coaxig with motor
5. Non-rove sing (driven not'going'train)
3
6. Not vibration sensitive
—	 Requirements 1, 3, 4, and 5 can be met by most (involute)
spur gear systems.
—	 Requirement 6 requires heavy bearings and a large package.
—	 Requirement 2 may be met by harmonic drive but 1 and 6
plus price and delivery are a concern.
All the above requir-ements are met by a multiple- stage planetary drive
in which the planets are held within a common, stationary ring gear
(integral with the case)
se par ate
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ing Gear
-=--iINPUT	 OUTPUTt lj
Sun_
	 V ib rat ion-induced(pinion)	 -_.- .^^-^-	 forces in this direction
are reacted by
wave springs
Vibration- induced
forces in this direction are reacted by
the ring gear
(For detail design see Engineering Records 4.5. 11 Dec 1 73, 3 July '74)
Once the planetary gear train was tentatively selected, the materials,
efficiency, strength, size and vibration sensitivity were considered:
Environment: Most multiple stage gear trains rely on an oil film to
control contact between plates and to lubricate the planets.
Shaft
Our reduction requirements (77 : 1) could have been satisfied by a gear
train as sketched above, but due to environmental consideration, no
conventional lubricants were used. Instead, our design was modified
as shown on the following page.
P" AF ! a 32 r4 — T0+
Spring
Force
Ba`.
Be
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Separation	 }
Balls
In addition, all gears are coated with anolybdenurn disulphide based
solid lubricant. Some Krytox 260K grease (vacuum grease) is used
at the roller bearings.
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'	 Efficiency:
Gears with diametral pitch of 72 were chosen for good efficiency, smooth
run and accuracy of manufacturing. See figure below for efficiency curve.
I VU
i^
r,
T:
9E
r-.
lJ
^_ 89
U 8E
U_
W
t $L,
^.v	 _r1i	 vu
	 "yz UU	 S vv	 r,c.v
DIAMETRAL PITCH
fi
Three stages = 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 A 0.'73 efficiency of our box.
A 72 dimetral pitch with 20° also results in a very favorable strength-
to-weight ratio tooth form which contributes toward a lighter overall weight.
®	 PHAV 1 632 14-- 701
1s	 1
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GEAR TRAIN
Third Stage Bearing
I
1
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.335 f .005
i
B	 D	 i	 Adjusted by Ball
	
r
`I
For 0.0625d 12 Rollers
y
h	 12; K= 8U° -- 3.853703
sin 12
P.D. = Kd + M0101 = 3.863703 x 0.0625 + 0.001 = 0.24248 nom di.a
	 r
f,
B = P. D. + d = 0.24248 + 0.0625 = 0.30498 	 0.3050+0.005	 -°
-0.000
D = P. D. - d A d.c. = 0.24248 - 0.0625 - 0.0005 	 "W
0.17948	 0.1795+0.0000
	
-0.0003	 _..
where d. c. = 0.0005 min
a_a' I P 32 :4 - 70-
I	 I	 i.	 I	 J	 I	 I	 I	 '.
t
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Load = 322 lb3 brgs ` 74 lb/bearing
Speed = 8200 (36) _ 468 rpm SF = Z. Z (page 119 torr)(5)(4.2)(30)
L.F. = 0.38 (for Z0 hrs p 119 torr)
RF	 = 1.1 (page 120 Corr)
HF	 = 7.15 (Rc 35) (page 120 Corr)
Req. BDc = (74)(2.2)(0.38)(1.1)(7.15) = 486 lb
(6.6 in- lb)	 C96 27.72 in-lb{:pry (1640 rpm)
	
D = 1 + A =
 1+ 30	 1390.47 rpm
Motor input 5:1 	 4.2:1	 3.666 :17	 1.32 in-lb
96	 jat	 36	 33	 112 in-lb8200 rpm	 30m	 for 250 ms
	
0.8333D^
	
0.8749D -- - —	 36	
at energy
fs operation
	
0.41665R
	
30 0.43745R
	
absorber	 i
24
1,45 in-lb	 7.27 in-lb	 30.55 in-lb
from stop .	 from stop	 from stop
D. P. = 0.50
—
D.P. 0.3333
Class 3 (precision) gears, diametrical pitch 72
Maximum error in action = 0.0005 (ref Mach. Handbook Page 718)
Material: 440C R C 33-35 (Brinnell 302-331)
Tensile 142-155 ksi
PH AF IP3214-70f
t
k
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GEAR TRAIN
Rollers - Dynamic Capacity
Second Stage Planets - 12 rollers 0.0469 dia x 0.166 lg Q - 8271
29
Basic Dynamic Capacity (BDC) = A d27 1l+ (Torrington, Cat 567 pp 118.123)
t
Where A = function of number of rollers
d = roller daameter, inches
= effective length of roller contact, inches
A ^= 36, 700
i	 ^ y
	d27	 9 = 0.00705 for spherical end rollers
BDC = (36, 700)(0.00705) = 258 pounds available
Load on bearings - 64 lb _ 21.4 lb/brg3 brgs
Speed is 1640 rpnx x 33000 = 1490 rpm; SF = 3.1 (from p 119 torr)
4 rev	 1 min	 1 hrHours of use = (10, 000 cycles) (^5 ^^cycle) (T6
-40 re p 60 min) - 0.7x hrs
Use 20 hours as safety factor; LF = 0.38 (from P 1x9 torr)
Rate rotation factor, RF = 1. 1 (from p 120 torr)
Hardness factor, HF = 7.15 (Rc 35)
	
	 Q
The Required Basic Dynamic Capacity, BDC = Load on bearing x SF x LF
xRFxHF
(21.4)(3.1)(0,38)(1.1)(7.15) = 198 pounds
Third Stage Planets - 12 rollers 0.0625 dia x 0.310 lg S- 1414-Q
7
d7-7-99 = 0.0178; A = 36, 700; BDC = 36, 700 x 0.0178 = 653 pounds.
—A	 P.3, .i? s - Ins
L	 r
}
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Basis of Calculations:
Sw^, _	 f Y	 1200
Ft 	 p	 1200 + V^
This is the Lewis equation with zero service and lubrication factors.
(Reference Design of Machine Elements, Vallance and Doughtie)
Ft = tangential force at the pitch line
Sw = Safe Stress (approximately 1/3 of ultimate strength)
ra
r.
f gear width
^i
Y = form .factor
V = velocity at pitch line in fpsn
Fw = limit load for wear
Ses = surface endurance limit
u E = 29 x 106
Np, Ns = number of teeth in pinion, p or gear, g
95 = 20°
For wear:
2
x (Dp) (f ) (Ses) (Ginlp)	 2 ng	 1	 1^,	
_
^w
+
1,4	 Np } Ng	 Ep	 Eg
Ses = (400)(Brinell No.) - 10, 000 = (400)(302) - 	 1(
Sw = 67, 000 (Ref Des. of Mach p 382)
PHAF 1P3214-70!
i
s
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FIRST STAGE
N = 96
 ^.^^	 \	 «fir F1	 `
I	 '`
0.41665
---- ti /	 PD = 0.5000
N = 36
a
\—PD = 0.3333
N = 24
F - 6.6 lb-in. -
 15.84061	 0.41665
l^ O Tangential force on input pinion (sun gear) is:
F^	 - 1.32 333	 = 7.9208 pounds,
(D a	 0.3333
2	 a.
For calculated pinion wear is can be assumed that the load is
distributed among three surfaces with a constant full contact
of at least 70 percent or equivalent of
7.9Z08Fw =	 z	 = 3.9604 pounds
PHAF IP32 Id -70I
	
-
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Considering higher loads imposed by stop, i.e., 112 lb-in. at 3rd stage
-+.	
_
output
	
112 lb-in.P	 (3.666)(4.2) ^ 7.274 lb-in, at first stage output
then F l = 7.274 = 17.458 pounds; because two surfaces in contact0.41665
F 1 = 17.458 = 8.729 pounds.
Assuming a minimum of two contact surfaces out of three planets
Ft = 8.729 = 4.3645 pounds
For pinion strength, and assuming a service factor = 0.80 and a
lubrication factor = 0.50 (medium shock p 383 Design of Machine Elements)
Ft SW  
Y
120000 ^) (SF)(LF) Y = 0.336, V = 715.58
Solve equation  for f which gives minimum gear width.
_ WOW) 1120Q + V)
	
l
	
(Sw)(Y) ` 1200	 (SF)(LF)
	
(3.96)(721	 1200 + 715.58	 1	
= O. Q5Q54 inch
	
(67, 000)(0.336)
	
1200	 (0.80)(0.50)
For pinion wear:
F = LDP) (I (Se sl2 (sin ^ }	 2 Ng	 l + lw	 1.4
	
NP + Ng
 Ep Eg
( continued)
PHAF 1P^2 {4-701
1	 1 !
	1	 1	 1!	 1
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Solve equation for f which gives minimum gear width.
`f =	 f w
)
 (1 4) (N ^' Ng (Ep + Eg )
(D,) (S,,,.,)' (sin43)(2Ng)
-	 ( 3 .96)(1.4)(24 + 36)
	
2 9 x 106 + 29 x 106	 0.0479 in.(0.3333)(110800) z (sin 20°)(2)(36)	 1	 l	 .
This was based on only two surfaces in constant contact. For planet
strength, f will be smaller for larger Y's.
For planet wear
(3.96)(0.3333)f (0.500)(82.73) W 0.032-irch minimum width	 -
Considering stop loads into pinion. strength requirement.
	 -
Ft = 4.365	 . i
4.365 = 78.344 f; f = 0.0557-inch minimum
NOTE: Based on antifriction design and calculated size, planet width
rill be 0.060 inch.
i
I	 '
FHAF 1P32 14 701
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SECOND STAGE
i
Q2
Second Stage Input ---^
(1.32)(51 = 6.6 lb-in.
N = 96
4^
0.4375
r.	 Second. Stage Output -------^~^	 `^	 /
(1.32)(5)(4.2) = 27.72 lb-in.
	
PD = 0.45$33
N = 33
27.72 lb-in.
 F2 = 	0.4375	 - 63.36 pounds	 PD = 0.41666N = 30
OO Tangential force on input pinion (sun gear) is:
F,	 6. 6
 lb- in. = 31.68 ounds
7	
0.4166	 p
r,-.	 2
For calculated pinion wear it can be assumed that the load is distributed
among three surfaces with a constant full contact of at least 73 percent
or equivalent of
Fw -2 68 = 15.84 pounds.
tir
PHAF IP32 14-70F
I
,9
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Considering higher loads imposed by stop, i.e., 112 lb-in. at 3rd stage
Output -* 112 lb-in.utp	 (3.666)	 30.55 lb-in. at second stage output
then F 2 = 30.55 - 69.83 pounds; because two surfaces in contact0.4375
or
Ft = 69z$3 = 34.915 pounds.
Assuming a minimum of two contact surfaces
Ft y 34.2915 
= 17.457 pounds.
SECOND STAGE
For pinion strength
Y = 0.358
V= v x 30 x 1640 = 178.8912	 72
Ft	15.84 pounds
15.84 = 77,800  2 0.358 1200 001 ?9 x 1.00 x 0.50
15.84 = 168.27f
f = 0.094 inches minimum
PH Al 1P32 ra-- 701
i,
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r' For Pinion Wear
F,v = 15.84 pounds
DOCUMENT NO. EER5739000
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15.84 = 0.4166 f (11 400) z sin^i (30 }333
	 6.896 x 10"$
ti	 F1]
15.84 = 103.07 f
f = 0. 1537 in. min width
For planet strength, f wiL', be smaller for larger Y.
For planet wear
15.84= 103.07f^ 0.45830
.4166
15.84 = 113.387 f
f = 0.139 inches minimum
Considering higher loads imposed by stop, new minimum width of f
shall be
17.457 = 168.27f
f = 1.037 in. minimum
PHAF 1P32 [ 4 - 701
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= 96
— F3
0.45833
PD = 0.41666
'iV' = 30
	
PD	 0.5000
Third Stage Input	 N	 36
(1.32)(5)(4.2) = 27.72 lb min
Third Stage Output
(1.32)(5)(4.2)(3.666) = 101.62 lb -in.
F,3 = 
101.62 lb-in.
	 221.717 pounds0.45833 in.
1D	 Tangential force on input pinion
F,	 - Z7. 07 500-in' = 110.88 pounds
2
For calculated pinion wear, it can be assumed that the load is dist.ibuted
among three surfaces with a constant full contact of at least 70 percent
or equivalent of
F,w ^ 
1103.88 
= 36.96 pounds
PHAF IP32 14 -- 701
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lt!
Considering higher loads imposed by stop, i.e., 112 1b-in. at 3rd stage
Output	 112 lb-in. = 244.365 lb-in. at first stage output.0.45833
244-. 365then F 3 =	 = 122.182 pounds; because three surfaces in
,
122.182,F3 =	 = 40.7275 pounds
AIR AND FUEL, DIVISION
IRVINE, CALIFORNIA
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PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR DESIGN DATA
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PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR
T.2819	 (crank) - conn. rod at
------^	 closed position, both valves
.1928 
Conn. rod at pickup
/	 oxidizer valve
.3000 	 T	 ^c
	
1	 30°	 .2298
^2o	
–
— \0 °'
– A
. ioz6
	
i	 .1928
	
,^o	 ©	 .2819
1026
D
I
Conn. rod at open	 Conn. rod at fuel
position, l o.	 valve, open
valve s	 ( oxidizer valve
still opening)
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n
3.1
L
L.J
3 .2
C^J
3.3
PHAP I P32 14-701
SCOPE
This procedure outl ans the verification testing procedure
to be performed on the G biting Maneuvering Engine (0"r1E)
Propellant Valve Assembly,
APPLTCaLE DOCUMENTS
The Parker-Hannifin documents listed below form a part of
this document, except if conflicts exist, this document takes
precedence.
QCPM610 Calibration Records and Controls
QCPM620 Calibration of Test Equipment
1PEP5730018 Program Plan, OMS Engine Propellant
Valve Technology Program.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Environmental
Unless otherwise specified all testing shall be conducted within
the following environmental. conditions:
Temperature 70°F + 10°F.
helative Humidity 90% maximum.
Barometric Pressure: Local Atmosphere,
Tolerances
Unless otherwise specified, the following tolerances apply to
test parameters:
Temperature + 5'F.
Electrical +- 1% F.S.
Weight - Secondary standard requirements.
Test Facilities
All test facilities to be used for these tests must be approved
by the project engineer.
4
<i
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	3.4	 Failure Reporting
Any test result that does not meet the specified requirement
constitutes a failure axed terminates the test immediately until
the cause of the variance is determined and/or the project
engineer authorizes continuation.
	
3.5
	
Test Equipment
Test equipment, as called out in test setup figures, is identified 	 -.
in detail in Table 3-1. The test equipment shah, be capable of
producing, maintaining, and indicating the specified test conditions.
Applicable instrumentation shall be subjected to periodic calibration 	 q
in accordance with QCPM610 and QCPM620 and shall be marked with
calibration due dates.
Sob Test _Sequence
The seq ,!ence of testing is optional and any order can be accomplished
with apf.soval of the project engineer.
3.7 PhotoRrr^,phs
Photographs of good resolution shall be taken of all test setups.
3r8 Test Results Data	 !
Complete test results shall be recorded for each test. 	 Data will
be maintained on supplied data sheets or strip chart outputs; 	 refer	 -:
to Paragraph 4.3.
3.9 Disposition of Data
At the conclusion of testing all date will be provided for the 	 e.	 E
project engineer.
3.10 Test Retort
A final test. report shall be pr€pared by engineering for inclusion
in an overa..l project report.	 f
3111 DisRosition of Test SR ecimen
Test specimetts shall be cleaned, packaged, and turned over to
M.4c en^^ .•
	 ron.
_hgineering at conclusion of tmistlng.
TABLE 3-1
TEST EQUIPMENT
Description Range
Voltmeter 1. 0-32 Ydc
2. 0-32 We
3. 0-32 Vac
4, 0-10 Vac
Ammeter 0-20 Amps
Power Supply 1. 0-36 Ydc
2. 0 . 10 Vaa l 400 hz
Recorder & Cbannel
Gauges 1. 0-500 psig - 2 req.
i
i
V
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	4.0	 TEST PROCEDURE
	4.1	 General
System testing consists of those tests necessary to demonstrate
the performance of specific areas of concern within the subject
valve design. Detail test instructions will outline procedures
to allow evaluation and definitization of the following functions:
))0P f f-vPN '
1. Operational Verification - with all detail components assembled
verify the operation of the valve
assemblep .e. 9 cycle open to close=d
and closed to open.
2. Response Time - Measurement of time to open and time to close
valve.
3. Response Repeatability - Measurement of difference between
response time cycles.
4. RVDT Position Indication - Testing of valve position monitoring
capability.
5. Logic Verification - Demonstration of electronic control logic
circuits to perform, as specified.
6. Power Loss Valve Response - Verification of valve closing with
power loss.
7. Knetic Energy Absorbing Spring Test - Verification of spring
action.
8. Brake Test - Demonstration of brake operations including holding
torque at both power levels.
	
4.2	 Detail Components
Table 4-1 presents a list of the detail components to be used for
system testing. Also included in the sable is the Parker-Hannifin
drawing number.
3
a
^:	 9
i
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TABLE 4;1
COMPONENT LIST
Description
motor
Electronic Control
Planetary Gear Box
Linkage
5730025-101, 102 Valve Assembly
23501 Pickering RVDT
Hunter Spring Corp
 
Negator Spring 
5736119- 1 K, E, Absorbing Spring
Prior to initiati-.g system testing assemble the system
hn	 components in ac ,.ordance with the assembly instructions
included In document AIP 5739000,
IJ
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4.3	 Data Recovery
All pertinent parameters will be monitored and recorded on
a strip chart recorder. ,A complete set of data will be re-
corder for each test conducted thereby minimizing instrumen-
tation time. Table 4-2 presents the critical parameters to be
recorded and describes the significance of each.
'FABLE 4-2
RECORDED PARAMETERS
Parameter Rauge/Units Significance
RVDT Signal Out, 0.050.15 Vac This is a continuous signal of
Sl amplitude versus time.	 The two
end points represent valve closed
position (0.05 Vac) and open posi-
tion (0.15 Vac).	 Valve response
' time can also be established.
Input Current 0-15 Amps Motor current draw.
Motor: Voltage 0-36 Vac This represents the voltage
supplied by the electronic control
to the motor as measured across
A to B inputs.
Brake Voltage 0.36 Vdc Brake voltage will provide
holding power information.
Battery Supply 24-36 Vdc The required voltage design
Voltage 'point for the motor was 24-30.5
Vdc and this output will verify
application of input voltages of
the required magnitudes.
Valve 1 inlet 0-265 psis This represents an aerodyaiamic
pressure torque loading for the system.
Valve 2 inlet 0-265 psia
pressure
i
PHAF IP32141-701
AIR AND FUEL DIVISION
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4.4
	
Test Instructions
Connect the system to a test setup as shown i.n Figure 1.
Use test equipment called out on Table 3-1. Proceed with
detail operational verification test as outlined in the
subsequent procedure.
a. Apply 27Vdc battery input voltage..
b. Apply Wac 400 hx input voltage to RVDT.
NOTE
Valve is in the closed
position and should not
change.
Co Depress activate switch (S 1) .
d. Valves should actuate to full open position and
remain there.
e. Depress activate switch (SI).
f. Valves should actuate to full closed position
and remain there.
g. Apply 206 Asia GN2 to valve inlet port.
h. Depress activate switch (91).
i. Valves should actuate to full open position and
remain 'there.
VAILV
I
Pou-r
MR
MOT OR BOX
RYD^'
 ^ O
LTP
FTI
n
M
V V
V
^.	 c	 s	 Q c 6Vac40o^;g^tr,tc^	 hno-ro a.	 ctvpT PD\ to
5UPPL`(
ELr=CTROW!G CaUTROL
camIMPUT 1?
m
0
O
F7C:
5Z I	 RVDT Sir,.4ut 'S'n-Z46-31Vdc 2	 Input 'current '1'
3	 Motor Voltage 'A-B'
4
	
Brake Voltage
5	 Input DC. Voltage
6	 Valve 2 Pin
7	 Valve 2 Pie
8	 Channel Recorder
v
^	 1
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'NOTE
Observe Lhot *he valve assembly operated smoothly
with no signs of binding.
. Depress valve activate switch (S1).
k. Valve should actuate to full closed position
and remain there.
1. Reduce valve inlet pressure to ambient,
m. Reduce battery input voltage to 24 Vdc.
R no Apply 265 Asia GN2 to valve inlets.
G
a. Depress valve activate switch (S l) .
	
4^	 'p. Valve should actuate to full open position
and remain there.
	
a	 q. Perform tests as listed in Table 4-3.
TABLE 4-3Ua
ACTUATION TESTS
Test Apply Battery
'Voltage, Vde
Valve inlet
Pressure, Psi Cycles
1 24 255 1) 5 cycles, open to closed
Final cycle remove inlet
power , (open switch S2).
2 26 265
3 28 255
4 30.5 265
5 32 265
6 32 172
7 30.5 172
8 28 172
9 26. 172
10 24 172
'; 1
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r. Remove system power.
s*
 Visassemhle system from test setup,
HARDWARE EVALUATION
	 •
At the egad of all testing !
 disassembly 'the components
as necessary to inspect. for any operational wear or damage.
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1.0
	
SCOPE
This development test procedure details the design
verification testing to be performed on the Orbiting Maneuvering Engine
(OME) Propellant Valve, Parker-Hannifin PN5739001, and its components.
This plan covers Task IV under Phase II of Parker-Hannifin Program
Plana..j,PMP5730018.
	
2.0
	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The documents listed below form a part of this
document to the extent specified.
a. Military Specifications
MIL-P-27401B, Nitrogen, Propellant Pressurizing Agent
b. Military Standards
MSFC 237 Freon, Cleaning Solvent
c. Parker-Hannifin
Ec5, 13	 Laminar Flow Clean Room Facility
ESS- 15	 Quality Control Procedures and Practices,
Contamination Control Area and Components
QCPM610
	 Calibration Records and Controls
L^
QCPM620	 Calibration of Test Equipment
5739001	 Ball Valve, Lifting (Prototype)	 }
lPMP5730018
	
	 Program Plan, OMS Engine Propellant Valve 	 i .•
Technology Program
EPS5736146	 Process Specification, Ultrasonic Cleaning.
	
3.0	 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
dt
	3.1	 Environmental - Unless otherwise specified all testing
shall be conducted within the following environmental conditions:
PHS P36 8.70
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Contamination Control: ES5- l3 (Clean Room)
Temperature:	 70°F * 5° F
Relative Humidity:	 90 Percent or less
Barometric Pressure: 	 Local Atmosphere
	
3.2	 Test Media - The following test fluids will be used:
Nitrogen in accordance with MIL-P-27401
Helium in accordance with MIL-P-27407
Distilled or de-ionized water
Isopropyl alcohol per TT-I-735
Freon per MSFC 237
	
3.3	 Tolerances - Unless otherwise specified, the
following tolerances apply to the application4of test requirements.
Weight:	 :h 1 percent
Temperature:	 :h 5°F
Pressure:	 To be measured on gages with
range and accuracy necessary
to assure design requirement
compliance.
Flow Rate:	 } l percent
Leakage Rate:	 In percent i
	3.4	 Test Facilities	 All tests shall be conducted at the
Parker, Irvine, facility. Should the necessity arise for additional test
facilities, these facilities shall be selected from Parker-approved test labor-
atories. All testing shall be under the supervision of Parker project engineer-
ing Personnel.
PH5 P36 8 70
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3.	 Failure Reporting	 Failure is defined as the inability
of the valve to meet specified performance requirements of this procedure.
la. the event of a failure or out-of-tolerance condition, it shall be the
responsibility of Parker test engineering to concurrently and immediately
notify Project Engineering. The test setup, equipment and test specimen
shall be examined in order to provide the basis for subsequent failure verificat-
ion and assurance that an actual valve failure has occurred.
3.6	 Test Equipment - Test equipment shown, in test Figures
(or equivalent) shall be used. (The percent shown is maximum percent of full
scale . accuracy). Test equipment shall be capable of producing,, maintaining
and indicating the specified test conditions. Applicable instruments shall be
subjected to periodic calibration in accordance with QCPM610 and QCPM6Z0
and shall bear a current calibration decal at time of implementation.
3.7	 Testing
3.7.1	 Component Testing - The basic concepts of the valve
will be tested at the valve component level. Tools and fixtures will be used
to isolate failure modes for the purpose of establishing the optimum conditions
which will prevent failures in the valve. Component tests are divided into
three main catagories - (l) seat tests, (2) torque tests and (3) visor motion
'	 or linkage tests. Individual tests are included in Appendix B.
,R 3.7.2	 Valve Tests - Testing of the complete valve shall be
undertaken after component testing is in progress or has been completed. The
sequence below will be followed to the extent permitted by hardware avail-
ability and success encotuitered.,
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3.7.3	 Test Seguence - Testing will follow the sequence below
unless otherwise directed by Project Engineering.
TEST Paragraph Component
VALVE
SN01 SNO2
Cleaning & Particle Count Parts 4. 1.4 1 1 1
Cleaning & Particle Count Valve 4.1.5 - 2 2
Valve Seat Tests 4.2.1.1
Torque Measurement 4, 2. 1.2 3 - -
Linkage 4.2.1.3 4 - -
Proof Test 4.2.2. 1 - 3 3
Torque Tests 4.2.2.2 - 4 4
External Leakage Test 4.2.2.3 - 5 5
Internal Leakage Test 4.2.2.4 - 6 6
Flow - AP Tests 4.2.2.5 - 7 7
Temperature Leakage Tests 4.2.2.6 5 8 -
Vibration Test 4.2.2.7 - 8
Life Test 4.2.2.8
Hardware Evaluation 5.0 6
PH5 P36 8.70
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3.8
	 Photographs - Photographs of good resolution shall be made
of each valve test setup for inclusion in the test report.r
3.9 Test Results Data - Complete test results data shall be recorded
for each test using reproducible copies of the data sheets provided. in Appendix A.
Where appropriate, test results data shall be recorded as exact observed values.
Entries on data sheets shall be made clearly and legibly.
	
3.10
	
Disposition of Data - At the conclusion of testing, the original
data sheets shall be retained by Parker project engineering.
	
3.11
	 Test Report - A final test report shall be prepared by engineering.
The report shall be complete within itself. The test report shall•includ'!-, as a
minimum, the following information:
a. Introduction, purpose, summary and conclusion.
b. Detailed report of each test.
c. Exact test methods and results.
d. Detail schematic and/or photograph of each test setup
with a list of all test equipment and instrumentation
used, the manufacturer's model number and accuracy.
The serial numbers of equipment which are critical for
repeating tests and/or calibration shall also be logged.
e. Data sheets recording all raw data as actual values.
f. Traceability to test equipment, operators and witnesses.
g. Location and time of test performance.
h. Required traces to verify levels for all vibration tests.
i. Detailed parts list containing part number, drawing
revision letter and lot number for each part in the
test article.
	3.12
	
Deviations and/or Variations - Any deviations anal/or
variations from the procedures specified herein, shall require approval of Parker
project engineering prior to testing. Any changes to this procedure after its
approval may be initiated in the form of an amendment, change order or revision
to the procedure.
PHS P36 8.70
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3.13	 DisRosition of Test Specimen - Test specimen SN01 and 02
shall be placed in bonded stores at Parker -Hannifin for system testing which
shall,
	
3.14	 Success Criteria - The success criteria for the evaluation 	 y^
Ua11 U 4-U	 4.	 4,Uprogram 	 U capability %jj. %-. valve withstand
imposed upon it and xneet all post-environment functional checks.
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.4.o	 ASSEMBLY AND TEST
4.1-	 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
4. 1. 1	 Contamination Control - the following procedure shall
be used for contamination control during full or partial assembly of the OME
vi-.l.ve or its componants, All assembly cm -disassemblywill be done in the
clean room environment.	 I
4.1.2	 Parts Inspection - Inspect all parts to be assembled,
ender 20 h magnification for loose burrs, burrs in corners, passages, edges,
etc., for contamination and for nicks and other damage.
4 0 L3	 Prec1_ean - Preclean all parts, tools and fixtures as
f0111aws:
(a)* Sonic clean in Turco 3878, minimum of five (5) minutes.
(b) Rinse in de-ionized water.
(c) Clean in Turco 4215.
(d) Rinse in de-ionized grater.
(e)* Sonic clean in isopropyl alcohol, minimum of five (5)
minutes.
(	 Blacklite inspect parts.
(g) Place in clean poly protective container.
4. 1.4	 Clean and Particle Count Parts and Tools
(a)* Ultrasonic clean parts, tooling and fixtures for approxi-
mately five (5) minutes_
(b) Wash in alcohol,.
(c), .7low 500 ,'ice of freon ovdr hardware and particle count
per ARP598_ Particle _aunt for a 500 ml sample shall
not exceed the limits below. Use visual count unless
automatic counter is specifically authorized by Engineer-
ing.
PARTICLE SIZE
2b-50 µ
51-100w
101- SOS lc
7- 200 FL
Clean per EPS5736146 as applicable.
NO. OF PARTICLES
4 AAA	 '
s0
5 (No metal particles)
t N.o metal particles)
n
PHS P36 A.7n
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(d) Vacuum oven dry parts at 150°F at 25" Hg minimum
for thirty (30) minutes, minimum.
4.1.5	 Va^ve Assembly - All parts. tools and fixtures shall
be cleaned, particle counted and dried per para. 4.1.4
and all valve assembly and dis-assembly shall be done
in a cleanroom environment. An assembly procedure
shall be developed, incorporating any special techniques,
tools and changes to the drawing 5739001.
zs(a) Examine each part under 20X magnification for burrs,
contamination, finish on bearing surfaces anti other
damage or conditions which can affect performance.
(b) Ball Bearing Installation - Install the duplex v°wrings
" .back to back (DB) as shown in assembly print PN 5739001.
Place a TBgTinch shim between the two bearing outer
races only as shown in sketch. (Ball bearings are o be
protected from solvents and water by the
use of Tool No. F59-0-316 when
cleaning the valve and by use of
light lubricants during normal
use to prevent corrosion).
(c) : Install the two shaft seals per
Drawing 5739001.
	 .
( )Kid)	 Viselnstallation - Install the
visor on the shaft prior to shaft
installation into
housing. Measure the tension"
of the Belleville spring, PN ^g
5736093, on the visor in the
assembled position.	 ~
(e)	 Shaft lastallation - Install the shaft-visor-link assembly
making sure that the link fits on the 5736090 pin. Install - 	
F
the'B—MD81 lever and apply 30 to 40 in-lb of torque tc„the
shaft nut.
PH5 P36 5-70.
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(f)
	
	
Cover Installation - install the 5736075 Cover. Check
the shaft and visor for freedom of movement, and for
vision orientation. Measure the shaft angle rotation.
lustall the seat assembly and the F65-0-2233 Det -3 outlet
fitting. Measure the shaft angle rotation.
4, l. 6	 Cleaning and Particle Count - Install the valve as shown
in Figure 1. +,open and close the valve while flowing fxeon at 100 psi through
the valve. Catch a 500 ml sample and particle count per ARP598. Use the
r'
	
	 limits in para. 4. 1.4 (c). In cycling the valve DO NO T exert a torque greater
than 50 lb- in at the erid of the opening ar the closing stroke.
r-
tJ-1
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4.2	 'VEST PROCEDURE
4.2.1	 COMPONENT TESTS
4.2.1.1	 Seat Tests - Seat testing at the component level shall
be per Appendix B, Test Number (TN) 180-100 series. The object of this
testing is to develop alternative seat _configurati.ans, to evaluate the effect of
valve variables on seat performance, and to be able to isolate valve variables
for evaluation and development purposes.
4.2.1.2	 Torque Tests r
 Torque tests will be conducted_ to
establish optimum bearing preload, to determine bearing friction loads and
to establish a reference design level to evaluate performance changes.
TNISO-200 series of Appendix B cover torque testing.
4.2.1.3	 Linkage Tests - Linkage and relative motion of the
shaft, visor and linkage are evaluated together with the torque test in
TN180-200 series of Appendix B.
j	
1
E
i>
1
f ..
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4. 2.2	 VALVE TESTS
4.2.2.1	 Proof Pressure Test
492.29 1.	 Procedure - Connect the OME valve as shown in
Figure 1. Open the visor and pressurizin4o 435 :h 10 psig. Hold pressure
for five (5) minutes, minimum. Then close the visor, and loosen one of the
down stream AN929 caps to bleed the downstream pressure and remove the
AN929 cap. Hold inlet pressure five (5) minutes, minimum. Actuate the
visor after depressurization.
4.2.2.1.1	 Requirements - There shall be no visual evidence of
cracks, warpage or any other pressure induced damage nor impairment of
movement of the shaft and visor. Record data in Data Sheet A-1.
t= J 
	 .
AN929-?O CAP
'	 AN S 2- 9 -4 CAP
6
0-500 P!51
Q
-RcS-S-)URE
CAA G E I °lo
AC.CURACY OR
I BETTFE R
r°	 4 M E	 Ax
VA LV E	 F! .TER
L	 w PPES5URE
S.0VRCE
^00L -' x' 65 --0-2233	 DET -2
DET-3
SHAFT SEAL POIRT
FIGURE 1
f	 PROOF PRESSURE
#	 1	 ._	 I	 1
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4.2.2.2	 Torque Measurement
4.2.2.2.1	 Procedure - With the valve depressurized, make an
X-Y plot of shaft torque VS positon. Make a complete hysteresis curve.
Pressurize OME valve with 290 psig of freon per Figure 2, at the start of
the test, and actuate the visor three (3) times.
4.2.2.2.2	 Requirement - Compare torquehysteresis curves with
data obtained during component tests. Evaluate and investigate any changes to
the reference criteria. Record data in Data Sheet A=2.
FLOW LIMITING OR! F)CE
AN S z 9 _4 CAP 0- 500 9S1
PRESSURE
T	 GAGE !
ACCURAr- Y
 OR
BETTE R
_	 S	
- PRESSURE
!
FILTER
OME
	
SOURCE
VALVE
TOOL. # F66 -0-2233
DE T-3
TOO L_"^-F65- O - ?_ 3
D ET -2-
,SHAFT SEPAL PORT
	 ..-.
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4.2.2.3	 External Leakage
4.2.2.3.1
	
Procedure
(a) Connect the OME valve per Figure 3A. Open the visor
partially and pressurize the valve with 300 :E 10 psig of helium.' Hold the
pressure for a minimum of five (5) minutes before making a reading and until
the mass spectrometer detector stabilizes. Record the body leakage and then
reduce the pressure to 5 psig and repeat the above procedure. Make sure
fittings and fixture seals are not leaking during test.
(b) Connect the OME valve per Figure 3B. The visor
will be partially open. Measure leakage out of shaft seal rr 1 by repeating
the procedure above, except use N 2 leakage measurement.
(c) Connect the OME valve per Figure 3C. The visor %.all
be partially open. Measure leakage out of shaft seal rr2 by repeating procedure
(a) above, except use NZ leakage measurement.
4.2.2.3.1	 Re uirement - Record body leakage, shaft seal port
	
leakage and shaft seal	 (out of tool No. F59-0-316) both at
high and at low pressures. Helium leakage shall not exceed 1 x 10-4 cc/sec
and nitrogen leakage shall not exceed 10 scc/hr. Record data in Data Sheet A-3.
-,` 
00L ;*F55- 0 -2233 F'
20 CAP
^.
O M E4VALV
TOO L"7-F±^J-O-31F,
PHS P36 8.70
AN 923 -4 CA 
,— AN 60 6 - 2 PLUG AT SHAFT SEAL PORT
TOOL _#FG5 - 0 -P,?_33 DET-2
	F ELL JAR	 0-3 00 PSI PRE55UX-
• GAGE 1 to ACC.0RACY
OR BET'T'ER
A ^I HELIUM PRESSURE
	
FILTER	 SOUR CE-
?O MASS 5PECTROMETEFR
FOR LEAKAGE DETECTION
FIGURE 3A
BODY ,LEAKAGE
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TODL P FS 2 -0 -31 5
AN SEE-4 CAP
NZ LEAKAGE- 0-300 PSI PRESSURE
4 DETE CTION GAGE 1 9/'a A CCURACY
AN 92S-20 OR aF-TT1-R
AP
f ^
5 1v, NITROGEN
i	 •
PT jF
F I LTER PRESSURE-	 dME
VAL VE 063 -0 -2233 SOURCED E7-2. T i
uIiT00L'#FG5-O-2233 OET-3
^_..	 Fl:iURE 3B
# Wl SHAFT SEAL LEAKAGE
TDOL V FS 2 -0 -315
AN 92.3 - 4 CAP
AA 0-300 PSI PRESSURE
FILTER GAGE I °la ACCURACY .j
%N E325-28 OR BETTER
GAP .^
^s. NITROGEN
FILTER PRESSURE
I.F AP•^ 	 VALVE T00L F6$ -0-2233 DES•--2.	 SOURCE
^.^TEC^Ol4
__	 __	 _	 7DOl.F65-0-2233 DET-3
' FIGURE 3C
02 SHAFT SEAL LEAKAGE
i^,
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4.2.2.4
	
Internal Leakage
4.2.2.4.1 Procedure - Connect the ©CIE valve per Figure 4.
Pressurize the closed valve to 265 * 5 prig. Allow to stabilize for five (5)
minutes, minimum, then measure leakage at outlet port while mai.ntaing a
torque of *TBD in-lb on the shaft, clockwise. Reduce the inlet pressure
to 5 spilt and repeat the leakage test, while maintaining the clockwise torque
on the shaft.
-
	
	 4.2.2.4.2	 Requirements - Record leakage and any test condition
which influenced leakage rates. Leakage shall not exceed 10 scc/hr of GN2.
To be determined at component testing test series 180-10G.
L1
-X TBD 1N-LB
TORQUE	 Ate 92.5-4 CAP
	
^--- AN 6OG-2 PLUS,	 0-300 PS! PR ESSU R
	
SHAFT SEAL PORT
	 GAGE 0.'5°f^ ACCURACY
	
L^j ^ 	OR BETTaR
^----	 Z AA
,1EAKAGE	
NITROGEN
	
FILTER	 PRE Y	 F'StJR
IEASUREMENT VALVE	 roo^ FS^-o -2233 DET-2.	 SOURCE
'^"00^.^^'^.S-^]-233 ^]ET -3 	•
FIGURE 4
INTERNAL LEAKAGE
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4.2.2.5	 FLOW-AP TEST	
..1
4.2.2.5.1	 Procedure
(a) Single Valve	 Connect the OME valve as shown in
Fig-are 5A. Flow 72 gpm of water with an inlet pressure of 290 psig. A flow
limiting orifice shall control the water flow. Repeat -the test three (3) times
continuously recording OP, Pinlet, and shaft torque as a funtion of shalt
angular position through3 complete cycles.
(b) Series Valves - Connect the valves as shown in Figure
5B. Repeat procedure (a) above, 'except that the two valves will be actuated
simultaneously.
4.2.2.5.2	 Requirements	 The presure drop shall be 5 psid,
maximum. Record data in Data Sheet A-6.
j
1 0/6  FLOW METER
t D-lbO GPM
FLOW L1MlTING
ORIFICE
'TOOL' r' 6S-•D -2233
0-500 P51 D	 d.S $/o TRANSDUCER
I
I
L 0--500 PS) O,S Vv
._1P IN PRF_SSURF_ TRANSDUCER
AR AN SOG -2 PLUG AT I
SHAFT SEAL PORE' --
OMe
4 fit. PRESSURE:,:Zj F1 LTER SUPPLY
,C--SHAFT POS)T1ON
	 'TO02., FGS-U-2X33
TRANSDUCER OR POT 	 DE-r-Z
FIGURE 5 A
SINGLE VALVE
PHS P35 8.70
i
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L
Wi
TOOL-' F65--p-2233 0-500 ^5^^ o.^ fTRANSDUCER
:T 0-500 PSI 0.5 5
--^ o FLOW METER PR^55URE
0-100 GPM 'IN TRAK1SOUCER
Fl-OW 1` 1 M1T1 N G AP
oR) FI C E
OOMF VALVE NM^SIVHLWE
3
.u.Li 5
F1 LTER
W^A TE R
'r00L.*F"F-5-0- 22.33 PRESSUR
PF-T--3 l fo SHAFT P051 T ON SUPPLY
TRANSDUCER OR POT
a-- so ° M 1 N R OTATI O N TooL#t- Fs5-0--P-2 i
D ET --2
FIGURE 5 B
SERIES VALVE
FLOW VS AP TESTS
pHs P35 8.70
x
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Temperature Internal Leakage
4.2.2. 6. 1
	 Procedure - (a) Connect the OME valve per Figure 6,
and condition the setup for 2 hours, min. or until it stabilizes at 40°F.
Pressurize the closed valve to 265 :h 5 psig.. Allow to stabilize for five (5)
minutes, minimum, then measure leakage at outlet port while maintaining a
torque of eTBD in,-lb on the shaft, clockwise. Reduce the inlet pressure to 5 psig
and repeat the leakage test, while maintaining the clockwise torque on the shaft.
(b) Condition the setup as above, except at 200°F and repeat the internal leak
tests.
4.2.2. 6.2	 Requirements - Record leakage and any test condition
which influenced leakage rates. Leakage shall not exceed 10 scc/hr of GN2.
To be determined at component testing test series 180-100.
CONDITION)NG SOX
34 T$D I N— LB -r-Al°4 806 -P- RLUG
TORQUE	 AN !B?—S-^4 CAP	 SHAFT SEAL POST
--	 __	 0-340 PSI PRESSUR`
' GAGE ^5°la ACCURACY
i
'	 OR BETTED
Ste..	 NITRO G E Ndo
oM E
	
Ff LT'ER	 PRESS UR E
rMENT VALVE	 SOURC E
L-EAKAGE	 ^T00L #F65-0-2.233 D ^"-3	 TOOL F6^- 1^ - 2233 ^	 a
MEASUREMENT
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4.2.2.7	 VIBRATION
4.2.2.7.1	 Procedure - Mount the valve on a vibration fixture.
Position the driving accelerometer on the valve body, a monitor on the end
of the shaft, one on the valve outlet port and one an the test fixture (See
Fig. 7) .
Random vibrate for five (5) minutes on each of the three (3) orthogonal axes
'	 at the following levels when the valve is unpressurized:
	
20 to 286 Hz
	 0.025g2/Hz
	
286 to 700 Hz
	 6 db/active rise
	
700 to 2000 Hz	 0.15g2/Hz
Perform the following after each axis is tested:
(I) Torque test per 4. 2.2.2
(2) Leak test per 4.2.2.4
(3) Visiaal examination for effects of seat and onn, other parts
(without disassembling)
4..2.,2.7.2 Requirements i
(a)	 Torque per 4.2.2.2.2
rsn
(b)	 Leakage per 4.2.2.4.2
'	 -
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4.2.2.8	 LIFE TEST
4.2.2.8.1	 Procedure - Cycle the OME valve open and. closed at the
rate of l to 2 cycles per second. Cycle life of 6, 000 dry cycles and 4, 000 wet
cycles shall be performed for a total of 10, OG0 •ycles. Two duty cycles shall
be used. Install the valve as shown in Figure 6. The object of the downstream
filter is to examine for particles which may indicate wear in the valve. This filter
shall .be examined after each cycle period. For the first cycle, performance (c), (d)
and (e) after (a) and before (b). The first four cycle periods shall consist of the
following operation in sequence:
(a) Cycle 300 times dry with no pressure.
(b) Cycle 200 times with water at 250 psig per Fig. 5.
(c) Torque tests per 4.2.2.2
(d) Valve outlet filter operation
(e) Leak test per 4. 2. Z. 4,
If there is no change in (c), (d) and (e).above for the 3rd
and 4th cycle periods, increase (a) from 300 cycles to 600 cycles and (b) from
200 cycles to 400 cycles per cycle period. Continue at the 600 and 400 cycle
level until there are significant changes in the torque per pars (c) above or in
the filter contamination per Para (d) above and (e). Record finds in Data Sheet.
4.2.2. 8 . 2	 Requirements - Torque changes shall comply to
4.2.2.2 . 2 and leakage shall comply to 4. Z. 2.4. 2.
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171	 OME DEVELOPMENT `VEST DATA SHEET
``'	 PART NO. .5739001	 VALVE NO,	 1]ATE.
RA TEST REQUMEMENTS ACTUAL TECH.
Proo£ No visual distortion damage, leakage,
Pressure or shaft-visor :Freedom of motion.
Valve Op$n.
Proof024 1
Pressure
' Valve
Closed
TECH. i
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OME DEVELOPMENT TEST DATA SHEET
PART NO. 5739001	 VALVE NO.	 DATE.
RA TEST REOMEMENTS AC'T'UAL TECH.
External 300 -+ 10 psig 1 x 10- 4 sec
leakage, of helium per second, max. hcc/sec
body only
Fig. 3A 5 psig I x 10-4 scc of
helium per second, max. ace/sec
e
2. 2.3 External 300 * 10 psig of GN2
leakage, 10 scc /hr. rnax. scc/hr
Shaft sec,
#1 5 psig of GN2
Fig. 3B 10 scc /hr. max. scc/hr
External. 300 :E 10 psig of GNg
leakage, 10 scc/hr. max. scc/hr
shaft sec
# 2 5 psig of GN2
Fig. 3C 10 scc /hr. max. scc/hr
{
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FLOW-AP There shall be a AP = 5 bat #I
Single psid when 72 gpm of water
Valve flow through the valve per AP= ____psid
Figure 5A. E
Test #2 F'
LJ AP= 	 psid
-	 J
J
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Test #3
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FLOW-AP
Series There shall be a 41P T 5 Test #I
Valves psid when 72 gpm of water
flow through the valves per AP= 	 Psid
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TEST COMMENTS:
Y 9RA TEST TEST REQUIREMENTS TEST DATA TECH.
Temp. ?.65	 5 ps*. - inlet pressure,
Internal Leakage shall be 10 scc/hr. maxim scc/hr
Leakage Shaft Torque TBD*	 in-lb _g
40°
• 5 psig inlet pressure.
_
Leakage shall be 10 scc/hr. maximum scc/hr
-	 i
Shaft Torque	 TBD* in-lb '	 }
265	 5 psig inlet pressure.
Leakage shall be 10 scc/hr. maximum
Shaft Torque TBD* in-lb scc/hr
Temp.
Internal
Leakage
200°F 5 psig inlet pressure.
Leakage shall be 10 scc /hr. maximum scc/hr a.,
Shaft Torque TBD' in- lb j
^S
-	 To be determined at Test Series 18u- 100. ^.
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OME DEVELOPMENT TEST DATA SHEET
PART NO. 5739001	 'VALVE NO.	 DATE.
j PARATEST	 REQUIREMENTS	 ACTUAL
u
Vibration	 Vibrate each of the three 	 in-lb torque dry
X ANis	 (3) mutually perpendicular
axis for	 axis for five (5) minutes 	 in-lb torque 250psig
per the following levels
4. .2.7
	 20 to 286 Hz . 0259 2 /Hz	 scc/hr at 5 psig
286 to 700 Hz 6db/oct. rise
700 to 2000Hz . 15g2 /Hz	 scc/hr at 275 psig
Uzi
TECH,
Vibration There shall be no signifi- in-lb torque dry
Y Axis cant change in torque
requirement nor in seal in- lb torque 250 psig
L'J
]eakage
is
scc/hr at 5 psig
scc /hr at 275 psig
Vibration 'in-lb torque dry
Z A.-ds
in-lb torque 250 psig
scc/hr at 5 psig
s°
scc/hr at 275 psig
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OMZ DEVELOPMENT TEST DATA SHEET
PART NO. 5739001	 VALVE NCB. DATE.
P.I.AA TEST REQUIREMENTS ACTUAL TECH.
Cycle Life 1 300 dory cycles dry cycles
200 wet cycles	 at Z50 psig
torque per 4. 2. 2.2 wet -cycles
u
in-lb torque dry'
Cycle No. 1 Leakage per 4.2. 2.4 in-lb torque at
250 psig
• scc/hr at 5 psig
ii
scc/hr at 275 psig;
i
i Cycle Life dry cycles
Cycle No. 2 wet cycles'
• in-lb torque dry
in-lb torque at -•
250 psig
•
scc/hr at 5 psig
!
i
i
scc/hr at 275 psig
- --
a
Cycle No, 3 dry cycles
wet cycles
' in-lb torque dry.
in-lb torque at
A
-
250 psig
r
. scc /hr at 5 psig  `
scc/hr at 275 psig
.^
Te6t •Cornments - `
{	 pHs PIS 8-70
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BART NO. 5739001
	 VALVE NO.	 DATE.
'	 T P12A 'TEST REQUIREMENTS ACTUAL TECH.
tiJ
ycle No. 4 300 Dry Cycles dry cycles
200 Wet Cycles at 250 psig
Torque per 4.2.2. 2 wet cycles
Leakage per 4. Z. Z. 4
in-lb torque dry 
in-lb torque at .
250 psig
scc /hr'at 5 psig
sdc/hr at 275 psig
ycle Life dry cycles' dry cycles
ycle No.. 5
wet cycles wet cycles
r 40	 *2-8 
' - ice.-lb torque dry
in-lb torque at
tzj
.. X250 psi.
•. scc /hr at 5 psig
scc/hr at Z75 psig
Cycle -No. 6 dry cycle' sY dry cyclesY Y
•	 Wet cycles wet cycles
• in.-lb torque dry
in.-lb torque at
` Z5fl'psi
•. scc/hx at 5" psig
scc/hr at 275 psig.
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dry cycles dry cycles
wet cycles wet cycles
i
Cycle No. in-Lb torque dry 9.
Fin-lb
'
torque at
k
250 psig
scc/hr at 5 psig
scc/hr at 275 psig
dry cycles dry cycles
`.2.2• E i
Cycle No. wet cycles wet cycles
in-lb torque dry .;.
in-lb torque at s250 psig ti
p
scc/hr at 5 psig a	 '
scc /hr at 275 psig
w
pi. dry cycles
wet cycles
a
VC cle No.
J dry cycles fn-lb-torque dry
i^ wet cycles in-lb torque at 250 psig=
scc/hr at 5 psig
•scc/hr at Z75 psig
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i	 This development test procedure details the design
_..	 verification testing to be performed on the Actuator Assembly for the Orbiting
Maneuvering Engine (OME) Propellant Valve, Parker-Hannifin PN5739006.
E	 This plan covers Task VIE under Phase II of Parker-Hannifin's Program Plan,
k	 IPMP5750018.
Z.9	 APPLICABLE DOCUMMITS
E
The Parker-Hannifin documents listed below form a
part of this document to the extent specified.
-QCPM610	 Calibration. Records and Controls
t	 QCPM6Z0	 Calibration. of Test Egaiprnen.t
i	 -
- 5' 39006	 Pri3totype Assembly, Actuator and Valvest	 -
IPhIP5730018 Program Plan, ONES Engine Propellant Valve
Teechmnol dgy Program-
3.0	 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
4
3.1	 Environmental - Unless otherwise specified all testing
shall be conducted within the following environmental conditions:
9
Temperature:	 70 •F f 5 0
 F
Relative Humidity:	 9D Percent or less
`	
Barc=etric Pressure: Local Atmosphere
3.2	 Tolerances - Unless otherwise specified, the following
tolerances apply to the application of test requirements.
Weight,-	 ^	 ^ 1 percent
Temperature:	 5= F
Electrical:	 1 percent F.S.
PHS P36 $•70
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3.3	 Test Facilities - All tests shall be conducted at the
Parker, Irvine, facility. Shorlld the necessity arise for additional test
facilities, these facilities shall be approved by Parker Project engin,,° ring
personnel. All testing shall be under the supervision of Parker Project
engineering personnel.
	
3.4	 Failure Reporting - Failure is defined as the inability
of the actuator assembly or component to meet specified performance require-
ments of this procedure. In the event of a failure or out-of-tolerance condition,
it shall be the responsibility of Parker test engineering'to notify Project En-
gineering. The test setup, equipment and test specimen shall be examined
in order to provide the basis for subsequent failure verification and assurance
that an actual failure has occurred.
	
3.5	 Test Equipment - Test equipment shown in test Figures
(or equivalent) shall be used. Test equipment shall be capable of producing,
maintaining and indicating the specified test conditions. Applicable instru-
meats shall be subjected to periodic calibration in accordance with QCPM610
and QCPM620 and shall bear a current calibration decal at time of implemen-
tation.
	
3.6	 Test. Sequence -- The sequence of testing is optional,
except Negator Spring Response and Inertia Absorbing Spring Operation shall
be the last tests conducted.
	
3,7	 Photographs - Photographs of good resolution shall be
made of each valve test setup for inclusion in the test report.
	
3.8	 Test Results Data - Complete test results data.shall be
recorded for each test using standard laboratory data sheet paper or equivalent.
Where appropriate, test results data shall be recorded as exact observed values.
	
3.9
	
Disposition of Data - At the conclusion of testing, the
original data sheets shall be retained by Parker project engineering.
	
3.10	 Test Report - A final test report shall be prepared by
engineering. The report shall be complete within itself. The test report shall
laclude, as a minimum, the following information:
z
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a. Introduction, purpose, summary and conclusion.
b. . Detailed report of each test.
c. Exact test methods a-xd results.
d. Detail schematic and/or phr,cogra.ph of each test setup
with a list of all test equipment and instrumentation
used, the manufacturer's model number and accuracy.
The serial numbers of equipment which are critical for
repeating tests and/or calibration shall also be logged.
e. Data sheets recording all raw data as actual values.
f. Traceability to test equipment, operators and witnesses.
g. Location and time of test perforx-nance.
h. Detailed parts list containing part number, drawing
revision letter and lot number for each part in the
test article.
	
3.11	 Deviations anal/or Variations - Any deviations and/or
variations from the procedures specified herein shall require approval of
Parker project engineering prior to testing. Any changes to this procedure
after its approval may be initiated in the form of an amendment, change 'order
or revision to the procedure.
	
3.12	 Disposition of Test Specimen - Test specimens shall be
placed in bonded stores at Parker-Hannifin for system testing which shall
follow .
a:
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-4.0 TEST PROCEDURE
	4.1	 PLANETARY GEAR TRAIN OPERATION
The purpose of this test is to determine gear train efficiency and
reduction ratio.
4..1.1 Reduction Ratio - The gear train assembly is to be held
again st a flat surface (workbench), cycle counters may be
attached to the input and output shafts. (Refer to Figure 1.)
Rotate the gear train input shaft by hand; using a serrated
shalt and count input turns required for one complete output
turn. Repeat test a minimum of three times.
Cycle Counters (Optional)
Output
Shaft
Test
Specimen
3116, 80 SAE`
Serrated. Shaft
(Rotate by hand)	 Gear Train Input Shaft
Figure 1
Requirements: The reduction ratio between input shaft and
output shaft shall be 77:1.
Feel smoothness of gears during rotation; note any rough
spats bn data sheets.
Wh-rfGA1^S
PGA- 1^=n/
1	 I	 ^	 l	 1
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4.1.2 Efficiency - Install output shaft huh as shown and hold the
gear trai:a assembly against a flat surface. (Refer to Figure 2)
Figure 2
'lace a weight of approximately 10 pounds at the platen shown
.and lift is by rotating the input shaft with a torque wrench.
Record input shaft torque, weight at output shaft platen., pulley
diameter, wire diameter, etc.
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PLC MI- 16 	PIC M4-3
	
Dial., or Equiv.	 ' Dial Index
or Equiv
PIC Ki- I I
Hub,
or Equiv
O	
rt
	
1	 r.: 5
Unit Type Input
' naevite 10 vac
I ...3A	 400 Hz
Pickering 6 vac
E :3541	 1 400 Hz
^OiPA' d6zE
(see Table)	 ^^,1d
}r^ ^,44uI ^^
AFO
n	
Yd^T
434AcC
4=r
Wme911-,/G VIA GfA^,l
Figure 3
With the RVDT held within soft (rubber) jaws in a vise, or
equivalent, attach the disc dial shown above. Wire the unit as
shown in Figure 3 and ro *ate shaft to null. position.
Rotate. the shaft 360* and measure and record output (E) versus
angle in Z° increments. Rotate the shaft 360" in the reverse
direction; measure and record output (E) versus angle in
g-+degree increments.
Repeat tests three tunes; record all data.
PH5 P36 8•70
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Plot .voltage output curve with respect to shah position.
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I4.3 MOTOR OPERATION VERIFICATION
NOTE: If instrurnentation and test equipment type and layout
a,Uow it; some of the following tests may be combined provided
the data obtained is equivalent to that required here.
4.3.1 do Resistance Test of Primary Wir..ding - Measure and
i
	 record do resistance between terminals. Effective motor
!
	
resistance is to be taken as the average of the results obtained
:Er the three possible paired combi4ations of the three
terminals.
,t.3.2	 Locked Rotor Torque Tess
Attach an arm to the motor output shaft and set up torque
• =easuring apparatus as shown in Figure 5. Connect the motor
to the Parker-Hannifin engineering- supplied electronic control
and operate to determine locked rotor tor que at the various
input conditions shown in Data Sheet 1. Perform tests
on both motor configurations. Record results.
Pourer to inverter between 22 and 32 vdc (see note beloW9
Frequencies of 50, 75, 100 and 150 Hz for 01 motor and fre-
.quencies of 150, 175, 200 and 350 for 02 motor. Record data
oa data sheet 1.
* Continue increasing Ein do until limit of electronic package is reached
or until either the torque value reaches a peak point or the motor
current drawn shows sizes of saturation.
' I	 J._	 _ t -
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4.3.3 Shaft Speed Versus Frequency at No-load Condition «- Set up
the motor assembly in a test bench approximaz elf- .-a  shaven ia-
Figure 6 and ring. the motor with power obtained froze Parker-
Hannifin eagineering-supplied electronic control. This test
zz,tup may be combined with the setup for speed versus torque
^n
	 {dynoi test,
u^
	
Test Specimen_ Two electric motors 5739122 SK -01 and -02.
r_+
	 Run the motor with power to electronic control between, 22 and
36 vdc. Hold frequencies at 50, 75, 15-0 and 200 Hz for SK -01
L :i	 motor and at 150, 175, 204 and 350 Hz for Sly -07- motor.
Record test data on data sheet Z.
l-'
lx.l
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4.3.4	 Speed Versus Torque at Variable Load (Dyno Test)
Set up the motor assembly for dynamometer testing approximately as
shovm in Figure 6. The dynamometer should be calibrated against a
set of known weights prior to each series of tests. Run. the motor with
G^povcrer obtained from Parker-Hannifin engineering-supplied electronic
csmtrol. Conduct tests with both SN -01 and -GZ motors.
^ss
Power to inverter between zZ and 32 vdc (see note below). Frequencies
"s
of 50, 75, 100 and 150 Hz for -01 motor and frequencies of 150, 175,
	
i
200 and 350 for -02 motor. Record data on Data Sheet 3.
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Figure 6
"Continue increasing E in do until limit of electronic package is reached
or the motor current drawn shows sizes of saturation.
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Figure 7
Record voltage, ampere draw and equivalent 'torque.
Requirements: The brake shall hold 8-oz-in. at 28 vdc with a
power consumption of 5 watts maximum.
/TAM Q
0115111:514^s"
):2-'A;M^
4.4	 Brake Operation
With the motor held on a test bench, install test tool as shown in Figure 7.
Energize the motor brake coil with 22 vdc through 31 vdc and place
small laboratory weights (or equivalent) in platen until the motor shaft
rotates (approximately equiva l ent to 8-oz /in. torque).
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4.5.1 'Torque - Set up motor assembly, negator spring and drums
as shown in Figure Figure S. 	 -
i
With all of the blade in the storage drum (approximately 2 coils at
take-up dru?n, valve closed position) and the motor not energized,
measure the effective torque at the motor shaft by means of calibrated
weights at the test pulley. Record pulley diameter, wire diameter,
weights and calculated torque.
Rotate the motor shaft by hand, 34 turns winding the negator spring
blade into the takeup drum. Measure the effective torque at the
raator shaft by means of calibrated weights at the test pulley.
Record pulley diameter, wire diameter. weights and calculated torque.
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¢.5.2 Response
Figure 9
Prepare test setup as shown in Figure! 9. This test is to be conducted
with a partially completed actuator assembly assembled per Draw-
ing No.. 5739006. (Note: It is required that the motor stops at the
end of the stroke or the return spring ends may be damaged.)
Actuate the motor between open and closed position and observe
the negator spring blade.
Requirements : The motion should be smooth; the blade should not
jump the spool sides.
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4.'"5.3 Return Action - With the actuator in the valve open position,
remove electrical power and observe.
Requirements: The negator spring must return the actuator to
valve closed position within 250 ms.
4 .6 INERTIA ABSORBING SPRING OPERATION
Use actuator assembly per Drawing No. 5739006 ?except modify with test
mature F65-0-2342 special test tool to provide a shock absorbing action
in the valve. opening direction (required for tests conducted without
a functional valve and corresponding linkage). Valves not required.
Actuate motor in the closing mode and observe for overtravel.
Repeat test actuating with the negator spring only.
Record both results.
Regvirements: The spring shall be able to absorb the inertia
from the motor assembly rotor and other rotating parts
within 6 ® to 10° of motion past closed position.
^n
4.7 MOTOR REVOLUTIONS VS GEAR TRAIN SHAFT
	
1	 OUTPUT ROTATION
Use Actuator Assembly per Drawing No. 5739006 modified
per Paragraph 4.6 above. Attach a magnetic or optical target
to the motor assembly shaft and to the gear train assembly
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output shaft. Assemble a special test pulley at the gear train
assembly output shaft to create artificial torques between
30, and 80 Lbs-in by means of weights. (Note: a pony brake
or ,equivalent laboratory equipment is also acceptacle. )
Acta:ate motor under load and measure motor output shaft and
gear box output shaft revolutions in a one-minute run. Record.
Requirements: The ratio shall be 77:1.
Record actual torques used.
